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Mission	  
Promote cross-over art-science research 
that combines artificial intelligence (AI) with 
interactive and participatory media for 
education and entertainment with a focus 
on grassroots creativity and learning. 



Projects	  

•  Provoke	  
•  Expressions	  
•  Distribute	  DJ	  
•  Singing	  Voice	  Database	  
•  Instrument	  Tracking	  
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Instrument Tracking Using Sparse Regression 

Applications: 
1) Score Transcription 
2) Real-time Performance Tracking 
3) Re-mixing 
 

Goal: Attempt to follow the pitch and dynamics of individual 
source instruments within a polyphonic signal. 
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Tracking System Overview 
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Two stages: 
 
1) Offline: Prepare the bases in X from a set of isolated  
note recordings. 
 
2) Runtime: Execute the tracker to locate events in an 
observed signal. 
 



Signal Mixing Model: 
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T = Count of time frames 
M = Count of source spectra prototypes 
N = Count of spectral bins: (2048-8192) 
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1) Prototype spectra in the columns of X are derived from  
a database of isolated recordings of expected instruments. 
2) B is sparse.  Of all the possible spectra contained in X  
only a few are expected to actually occur during any given 
time frame. 
3) X,B and Y are non-negative. 

Signal Mixing Model: 
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Computing the prototype spectra 

The prototype spectra contain the shape of linear segments 
of the short time Fourier transform (STFT) of the example  
instruments. 

Linear segments are time ranges where the spectral shape 
changes in scale but not shape. 
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A and B are colinear but C is not. 



Computing the prototype spectra 

Goal: Given a database of recordings of isolated instrument  
notes find the spectra of the linear segments. 

Solution: Cluster the STFT of each note over time using  
co-linearity as part of the distance metric. The cluster centroids 
will then be the prototype spectra.  

distance xa, xb( )= xai −αxbi( )
2

i=1

N

∑

α=
〈xb , xa〉
〈xb , xb〉

Least squares fit of  

where: 

xb xato 

Methods: k-means, segmental k-means,  
non-negative matrix factorizaton (NMF). 



Computing the prototype spectra 
K-means clustering of a piano note. (K=3) 

The clustering effectively segments the attack, sustain, decay 
stages of the the piano note. 
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Runtime: Tracking System Overview 
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Input Processing: 
1)  Calculates the STFT of the input signal. (Hann 

window approx. 120 ms with 100 fps frame rate.) 
2)  Forms     from mean of most recent 5-7 frames to 

smooth the input signal. 
3)  Calculate     based on RMS of the signal.  As 

signal level increases adjust     to allow for the 
start of new voices 
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Regression Stage 

βa = F(λ0,X0, yt )
Basis	  
Select	  
And	  

Expand	  X0 X1

yt

βb = F(λ1,X1, yt )

λ

Two Stage Regression: 
Primary: Uses complete set of prototype bases. 
Secondary: Uses the bases selected from the primary 
regression and their +/- one octave equivalents.  
   
The values of     may also be more accurate than      because 
it is derived from a better basis set. 

βa βb



Sparse Regression: F()  

X βt= yt
Given an over-complete basis matrix X and a  
observed spectrum     calculate     . ytβt

βt= F ( yt , X , λ )

Is a parameter to control the sparseness of     . λ βt

Some candidate methods to implement F. 
1) Non-negative Basis Pursuit (Lasso) 
2) Non-negative Least Squares 
3) Sparse Non-negative Matrix Factorization 
4) Non-negative Garrotte 



Sparse Regression: Ordinary Least Squares 

Review: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) optimizes residual  
sum of squares. 

RSS (βt)= Σ i= 1
M ( yt− X βt)

2

OLS is not effective for spectral tracking because: 
 
1) The spectral bases are highly correlated. OLS will 
therefore produce unstable responses.  
 
2) The solution is known to be non-negative. OLS  
imposes no restriction on the sign of the elements of     . 
 
3) OLS uses all bases but the solution is sparse.   
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Sparse Regression: Basis Pursuit (BP) 
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BP optimizes RSS and also penalizes the L1 norm of    . β

This can be written equivalently as: 

β
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∑ ≤ tsubject to: 

Increasing     effectively shrinks low values of     to zero. βλ

Hastie, et. al.,2008, Elements of Statistical Learning 

No closed form solution but fast iterative solutions exist: 
(Gradient Descent, Least Angle Regression) 



Sparse Regression: Basis Pursuit 
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Hastie, et. al.,2008, Elements of Statistical Learning 

OLS solution 
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regularized  
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L1 regularized  
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Sparse Regression: Non-Negative Garrote 

(yi − cjβ j xij )
j=1

M

∑
i=1

N

∑ ci ≥ 0, ci ≤ s
i=1

N

∑where 

Breiman,1995, Better Subset regression using the Non-negative Garrote. 

Objective function: 

The shrinkage coefficients c are applied directly to the OLS 
estimate    .  As the parameter s is decreased more elements 
of c are driven to zero. 

β

NNG has no closed form solution, however a fast algorithm,  
based on non-negative least squares, exists to estimate c. 



Active voice selection 
Given a new set of mix coefficients     use thresholding and  
filtering to determine onsets, offsets and active voice level. 
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Results: NNG w/ Piano and 4 voice Chorale 

SBN      TP    FP   FN   Precision  Recall   F-Measure  Miss!
 7     2461  2458   93  0.500305   0.862299  0.633218    2 !
 6     2456  2355  398  0.510497   0.860547  0.640835    2 !
 5     2414  2237  440  0.519028   0.845830  0.643304    1 !
 4     2338  2169  516  0.518749   0.819201  0.635240    1 !
 3     1908  2097  946  0.476404   0.668535  0.556349    1 !

Thresh  TP    FP  FN   Precision  Recall  F-Measure  Miss !
0.05  2348  1691  506  0.581332  0.822705  0.681271  4 !
0.06  2316  1524  538  0.603125  0.811493  0.691963  4 !
0.07  2265  1354  589  0.625863  0.793623  0.699830  4 !
0.08  2215  1213  639  0.646149  0.776104  0.705189  4 !
0.09  2160  1073  694  0.668110  0.756833  0.709709  6 !
0.10  2095   972  759  0.683078  0.734057  0.707651  6 !
0.11  2039   878  815  0.699006  0.714436  0.706637  6 !
0.12  1985   819  869  0.707917  0.695515  0.701661  6 !
0.13  1904   766  950  0.713109  0.667134  0.689356  7 !

 SBN Thresh  TP   FP   FN   Precision Recall   F-Measure  Miss !
   7   0.1  1814  149  583  0.924096  0.756779  0.832110   1 !

1) Decreasing secondary basis counts (SBN): (thresh=0) 

2) Increasing active voice threshold: (SBN=7)  

3) Prototype piano and performance piano are matched  

In 1) and 2) the prototype spectra are from a different piano (McGill Samples) 
than the tracked piano. In 3) the prototype samples are derived from 
the tracked piano with matched microphone locations.  
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